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Hey ,

One of the greatest benefits of the internet is the amount of information available to us. 

Need a recipe to impress a date or significant other? Easy!
Looking for recommendations on tourist attractions? No problem.
Want to know what's going on in your local area? Consider it done!

But, there can sometimes be too much information. Finding the perfect content for your
audience can be overwhelming.
A lot of new curators get confused by the huge amount of information and try to include it
all. 

And sure, more information can be a good thing, but only when presented in the right way.

Today I’m going to quickly cover the simplest form of content curation. 

Single source curation. 

Single source curation is exactly what it sounds like. Instead of pulling from numerous cited
sources, you focus on one. You pull from a single source before building on it with your own
commentary. 

The below video will give you a quick look at just how simple single source curation can be.

After the video, I’ll explain how to use the process to quickly grow authority and an
engaged audience. 

Using SSC to Grow Authority

Because SSC only pulls from a single source it’s an incredibly fast at generating content. 

When used well, it turns your site into a hub of information. You could find your
audience viewing your site as the go-to solution for industry developments simply
because everything is conveniently located in one location. 

But SSC also carries one of the larger curation related risks. If you get SSC curation
wrong, you could be hit with duplicate content penalties or plagiarism notices. 

To avoid potential negative impact with SSC follow the below guidelines:



To avoid potential negative impact with SSC follow the below guidelines:

 • Don’t cite entire articles
 • Add your own value building commentary
 • Don’t rely entirely on SSC for your content strategy 

In our case study examining the success of RV Daily Report we examine a few examples
that helped grow the site into an industry leader. 

One of the most simple examples of SSC from RV Daily Report can be seen below. 

The red highlight outlines content pulled directly pulled from the initial piece. 

The rest has been added by the RV Daily Team. 

They haven’t added much. They don’t need to. They’re finding great content and
including their own blurb to explain what it is. 

Those two short paragraphs achieve the following: 

 • They show Google that this isn’t duplicate content so they won’t be hit for plagiarism
 • They explain to the user what the piece is so they immediately know if it’s useful
 • They work to build a little authority by offering their take on VW Camper Vans. 

Sure, it’s short. But in this case, it doesn’t need to be long. This isn’t an opinion piece or
something that will generate huge debate, it’s a general interest piece for those who
might be looking for a VW Camper Van or those who just want tot see what VW Camper
Vans are all about. 



Vans are all about. 

If the whole of RV Daily Report comprised these short curation with introductions and
links, then there’s little to establish their own authority. 

Short single source curations turn your site into a hub. They help you become the go-to
location for all industry news and build traffic. 

To get the most out of that traffic you should be supplementing your curations with
original, thought-provoking, high-value articles. 

Again, RV Daily Report offers a good example of this. Check out this piece by Greg
Gerber, the editor of RV Daily Report. 

Check out those social shares. Over 800 on Facebook alone!

Greg attributes the success of his original articles to the traffic brought in through his
curation first strategy. 

Without the traffic built through curation, these original thought-leadership pieces
wouldn’t get the traction they do. 

Single source curations are a quick and easy way to bolster your online presence and
generate traffic. But they are not a full solution. 

Regardless of how you’re curating content you should also be creating your own original
content to really show people you are the best at what you do. 

I’m going to build on this tomorrow by looking at another popular form of curation.
Multi-source curation. 

But for now, I recommend you watch the video and think about how SSC could be used
in your business. 

Get Started with Your First Single-Source Curation Today!



Curation doesn't have to be difficult. 
We have hundreds of users who've built profitable businesses and scaled
sales through single source curations. 
All you need is a powerful tool like curation suite that can quickly find and

organize the right content to curate. 

Curation Suite is a powerful curation tool built exclusively for WordPress. It

contains everything you need to get started curating right away. It works

with any existing theme or plugin you have and is designed to help you

quickly curate and publish content.

With Curation Suite you can search top networks (Google News, Bing

News, Twitter, YouTube, Giphy, Slideshare) to discover content to curate

and publish.

It also allows you to quickly cite text, videos, images and social embeds

right within your standard WordPress dashboard.

A core part of curating is discovering content and that's why we created

the Listening Engine. The Listening Engine is designed to provide you with

the content you should publish and works for any market or any size niche.

Here's what you'll find with the Listening Engine:

Discover trending, highly curatable & share worthy content
Keyword & RSS Feed Content Discovery
Social Media Share Data on Content
Keyword & Website Filtering
Curation Workflows for Quicker Publishing
Follow or Block Specific Domain/Websites
Quickly Create Draft Curated Posts with the Click to Draft Feature
Unlocks the Content Reading Page to Quickly Discover Content to
Curate, Publish, or Share
Works for any market or niche
Plus much more...

If you are looking to increase the content you publish or if you've tried to
create content in the past then Curation Suite and the Listening Engine is
the answer. It works right within your standard WordPress dashboard and
will provide you with all the tools you need to publish right now.



will provide you with all the tools you need to publish right now.

We look forward to having you on board!

Keep curating!

Scott & Curation Suite Team

CurationSuite.com

Sent to: pete@pjboyle.com
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